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Abstract
Most Korean employers screen job applicants’ personal backgrounds extensively. Because this screening includes applicants’ protected characteristics including gender, and is not directly related to job requirements, the practice may lead to discrimination and inefficiency in recruitment. This study surveys firms’ screening practices, their aims, and their rationalization vis-à-vis discrimination laws. Interviews with personnel officers of fifteen firms reveal that employers vary in their familiarity with discrimination laws, in the importance they attribute to job application forms, in the frequency with which they update them, and in their justification for intrusive questions on application forms. Employers familiar with discrimination laws ask fewer personal questions, and downplay the importance of personal questions in recruitment. Frequency of updating of application forms reflects inversely the inertia in the firms’ responding to market conditions and laws. Firms asking more personal questions employ fewer women, but appear no more prosperous or successful at selecting dedicated workers. Human resource departments should calibrate their screening practices more carefully and frequently, to align them with their underlying objectives and with social aims. Regulators should create an environment conducive to these efforts.
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Introduction
Most Korean employers seek extensive personal background in-
formation that appears unrelated directly to job requirements. Firms’ application forms inquire about applicants’ appearance, family plans and marital status, health, family background, religion, birthplace, finances, and other personal characteristics (Hlasny, 2009). Applicants’ gender and age are surveyed through applicants’ national registration numbers and photographs. Since employers use this information to systematically screen out workers, and since this information tends to be correlated with workers’ membership in protected groups – such as women, the handicapped and other recognized disadvantaged groups – such screening practices are typically considered inappropriate or are downright banned, and their prevalence is an important research topic.

This study therefore aims to investigate employers’ screening practices, their awareness and views of equal opportunity legislation, and the motivation and consequences of their practices. The method used was to interview human resource (HR) officers at fifteen Korean firms. The interviews aimed at understanding employers’ rationale for asking personal questions on application forms, and their justification of the practices vis-à-vis equal employment opportunity laws protecting women and the elderly. We juxtapose officers’ interview responses with their firms’ observed screening practices and economic circumstances to identify the effects of the firms’ conditions on their recruiting practices and the views of their officers. Lastly, we review the consequences of the observed screening practices for firms’ performance and gender composition of their workforce.

The study is organized as follows. The next subsection outlines the employers’ problems with respect to the screening of job applicants and reviews Korean regulations pertaining to recruitment. The following subsection surveys the relevant literature. Section II describes our empirical method and data. Section III presents the main findings and concludes.

Firms’ Problem in Applicant Screening

Employers traditionally inquire about qualities of applicants that have bearing on applicants’ expected job performance or dedication (Phelps, 1972; Light & Ureta, 1992; Cole et al. 2003). These depend on applicants’ cognitive as well as noncognitive skills (Heckman et al. 2006;
Borghans et al. 2008). Noncognitive skills are particularly difficult for employers to assess. Some are unquantifiable, unlikely to be reported honestly, or even unknown to the applicants themselves (Barrick et al. 2001; Moy & Lam, 2004). Screening of applicants’ personal characteristics allows employers to infer applicants’ type more precisely. The extent of screening depends on how informative the surveyed characteristics are about applicants’ skills, and on composition of firms’ applicant pools, job skill requirements, duration of employment, and compensation structure (Hlasny, 2014).

In addition to the economic motivation for applicant screening, we may be concerned about its propriety vis-à-vis equal opportunity laws or norms. There are various standards of appropriateness for factors used in the screening of applicants (Arvey & Renz, 1992; Gilliland, 1993; Truxillo et al. 2004). Legality of recruiting practices and of the collected information is the minimal benchmark. Procedural justice would necessitate that recruiting practices be objective, consistent and not susceptible to personal biases, and done by multiple decision-makers who are professionals (Gilliland, 1995). Content-fairness would require that the applicants’ characteristics surveyed be legal, merit-based (in the power of applicants to affect), job-related, non-invasive to applicants’ privacy, and difficult to falsify or distort. Finally, outcome-fairness would require that the recruiting practices impact all protected groups of applicants similarly to the mainstream group, resulting in similar selection rates.

The aim of this study is not to assert that Korean employers’ screening of personal characteristics is inappropriate or discriminatory, but to merely identify patterns in employers’ use of personal information, match it to firms’ observable features, and report employers’ own justifications. Nevertheless, a brief review of the legality of screening questions is warranted.

All personal questions evaluated in this study are inappropriate under one or more standards of fairness. Their content is not meri-based or job-related, is invasive to applicants’ privacy, and requires subjective evaluation by HR officers or employers untrained in HR management. Moreover, applicants may lie on questions about their beliefs, habits, and backgrounds. Perhaps most importantly, when employers act on the collected information, these personal questions incidentally affect se-
lection rates among different groups of applicants. The disadvantaged category may include even protected groups of workers, and so the relevant form of screening may be in direct violation of equal opportunity laws, which are typically concerned with outcome fairness.

Under the current legislation and adopted labor treaties, Korean employers are prohibited from considering factors unrelated directly to performance in their treatment of workers. The Act on Equal Employment and Support for Work-Family Reconciliation, Section 2(1), defines discrimination as any “unfair measures by employers in the process of personnel recruitment and in the establishment of working conditions on the basis of gender, pregnancy, marriage or family status.” The Ministry of Employment and Labor (MOEL) and the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) have attempted to curb firms’ screening practices. The MOEL (2007) put forth guidelines for appropriate recruiting practices, aiming to ensure equal opportunity at the initial stage of recruiting (referred to as the documents stage). The NHRC (2003b) analyzed application forms of 100 Korean employers who hired over fifty fulltime employees during 2002, and recommended that employers voluntarily remove personal questions that are not directly related to job performance.

Existing Understanding of Firms’ Problem in Recruiting

The existing studies have, for the most part, been limited to identifying discrimination in employment, and policy evaluation. They have focused on measuring the outcomes of recruitment rather than on understanding the search process itself. Surveys of employers’ job advertisements and application forms have been conducted in the United States (Jolly & Frierson, 1989), Canada (Saunders et al., 1992), Australia (Bennington & Wein, 2000), New Zealand (S. Harcourt & M. Harcourt, 2002; Harcourt et al., 2004; Harcourt et al., 2005a, 2005b), and China (Kuhn & Shen, 2009, 2013; Hlasny & Jiang, 2012; Hlasny, 2013). A common conclusion of these studies is that a substantial number of employers ask applicants about their illnesses and handicaps, and about their dependents, in violation of relevant laws and norms protecting vulnerable groups such as women and the elderly. The count of personal factors screened by various employers is surprisingly similar across Western and East Asian countries (Wallace et al. 2002; Hlasny, 2009).
In Korea, Park (1990), Lee (1994) and Lee et al. (2001) surveyed employers about their criteria in hiring and motivation for the criteria, with greatest focus placed on differences in hiring criteria by applicants’ gender. Hlasny (2011, 2012) analyzed application forms and recruiting criteria of large samples of firms, and inferred statistically the economic rationales for asking various personal questions. Regarding appropriateness of screening methods, Truxillo et al. (2004) reviewed various measures of selection fairness, and their implications for workers’ and firms’ outcomes. Studies surveyed by them indicated that recruiting practices do not affect workers’ performance on the job, and thus firms’ outcomes.

Method

To investigate employers’ recruiting practices and their own justifications of them, we interviewed HR officers of fifteen for-profit employers. The firms were selected among the list of the largest firms in Korea, headquartered in Seoul or in Gyeonggi province, who conducted recruiting events in Seoul at the time of our research. Admittedly, this “convenience sampling” raises a concern over the representativeness of our sample. Firms’ participation may be correlated with their recruiting practices, beliefs, or attitudes. If this is the case, the responses reported in this study may be unreliable estimates of the conduct and views in the population of all Korean firms. Section III, however, finds that the sample appears quite representative in terms of the extent of applicant screening, providing validation to our analysis.

The interviewed firms are all external auditing corporations with formal HR departments, with W0.1-40bil. in annual sales, employing between 400 and 31,000 workers. Jointly, they account for 0.02% of Korea’s gross domestic product (W173bil. out of W840tril.), and 0.06% of national private-sector workforce (126,000 out of 22 mil.). They are headquartered in Seoul (10 firms) or in Gyeonggi province (5 firms).1

---

1 Our sampling is biased toward larger and urban employers. There is some evidence that smaller and rural employers ask more personal questions, and may provide different responses to our interview. However, large firms in the Seoul metropolitan area, provide a disproportionately larger number of jobs, and attract a larger than average number of appli-
Their main industrial classifications are finance (5 firms), manufacturing (4 firms), IT service (2 firms), sales (1 firm), media (1 firm), management consultancy (1 firm), and public utility (1 firm).

Our interviewees held various positions in HR departments of their firms, ranging from a clerk to an executive director, and they were all knowledgeable of the recruiting practices at their firms. Twelve of the fifteen interviewed HR officers were familiar with the guidelines set forth by the National Human Rights Commission, the Labor Standards Act and other acts that ban the consideration of applicants’ gender, age and other personal background in employment decisions (collectively referred to as discrimination laws). Twelve interviewees were male and three female.

The interviews were conducted during April-July 2011, using the same consistent interview method and set of questions, and using questions suggested in previous surveys. The interviews were conducted in person to ensure high rate of completion and accuracy of responses, at the expense of sample size. Inquiry was funneled from general background information about the officers, the firm’s organization structure, the recruiting process and the system of revising it over time, the role of application forms, and the officer’s view regarding the purpose and appropriateness of personal questions. Our detailed inquiry about individual personal questions, their appropriateness, and the officers’ familiarity with discrimination laws was deferred to the end of the interviews to establish trust and prevent attrition.

We asked the interviewees specifically about 1) the importance of an application form in the hiring process using a 5-point Likert scale, 2) the importance of applicants’ appearance and their photograph in hiring, 3) characteristics of an ideal job candidate, 4) reason for asking each personal question, 5) the department or person responsible for creating or revising the application form, 6) frequency of updating of application forms, 7) fraction of applicants selected from the documents stage for standardized tests or personal interviews, 8) gender ratio among the candidates per opening. We may accept the potential selection bias in return for the greater relevance of the sample to the conditions faced by most Korean applicants. Furthermore, our convenience sample allowed us to conduct face-face interviews and collect accurate detailed responses, which would have been impossible with a larger sample.
firm’s workforce, 9) interviewees’ familiarity with discrimination laws, and 10) interviewees’ own thoughts regarding the prohibition of personal questions on application forms. Likert scale measures of importance were anchored as follows: 1-not important at all; 3-of medium importance; 5-very important. The transcript of our interviews is available on request. Tables 1 and 2 report interviewees’ detailed responses.

Interviewees were instructed to provide their candid opinions regarding the justification of recruiting practices at their firms. They were promised protection of their own identity as well as that of their firms. Still, several interviewees refused to respond to selected queries, and some replied in a formal fashion that did not appear candid. Most responses clearly exhibited a bias in the direction of social desirability: familiarity with the concerned laws, and legality and appropriateness of personal questions asked on application forms. This study, however, does not concern itself with the honesty of their beliefs, but rather with their stated viewpoints. Information from the interviews is analyzed qualitatively, noting patterns in the data and relationships among responses to various questions, content of application forms, and employers’ characteristics. Quantitative tests of patterns in the data are performed, recognizing the small sample size and the potential subjectivity and imprecision in interview responses.

**Findings**

Table 2 reports on the recruiting process used by each of the interviewed firms, and on the personal questions asked on their application forms. Nine out of the fifteen firms (or 60%) ask about family background including each family member’s name, age, education level, job, employer’s name, job position, and address. Three firms (20%) ask about birthplace; four (26.7%) about marital status; one (6.7%) about financial status; two (13.3%) about dwelling type or home ownership; one (6.7%) about method of financing one’s education; four (26.7%) about physical appearance; six (40%) about the reason for military exemption; and three (20%) about religion. Five firms do not ask about health but require a medical check-up. This prevalence of personal questions is similar to that reported by the NHRC (2003b) or by Hlasny (2009). For example, Hlasny (2009) reports that prevalence of questions about
family background is 57.3% in a large representative sample of 389 firms in year 2008, while it is 60% in our small sample. Prevalence rates for questions about financial status (11% vs. 6.7%), home ownership (15.4% vs. 13.3%), and marital status (30.3% vs. 26.7%) are also very similar. These findings suggest that the issue of sample selection into our small sample may not be as grave as feared.

The importance of application form information in the hiring process

Human resource officers typically use information from the documents stage to infer candidates’ skills, motivation, personality, and job fit (Cole et al. 2003, 2007). Application forms are a major source of such information. Application forms are a major source of such information.3 According to the interviewed HR officers, personal background questions provide employers with the following four general sets of information: job-specific skills, obstacles to working effectively, ability to harmonize with the firm, and dedication to the firm. The first set of information sought relates to the needs of particular openings. For most jobs, employers look for candidates with problem-solving ability, creativity, passion for the job, leadership and pro-activeness. Some firms that ask more personal questions report that, among applicants with similar qualifications, they look for those with “well-rounded” backgrounds. In addition to these general characteristics, candidates should possess job-specific skills. Questions about eyesight and color

---

2 In the NHRC (2003b) sample of 100 year-2002 application forms, 90% of firms asked about family background, 80% about physical conditions, 80% about the reason for military exemption, 29% about marital status, 64% about religion, 37% about birthplace, 17% about property, 36% about dwelling, 9% about financing of education, and 9% about acquaintances. These rates are higher than those found by Hlasny (2009), because of the passage of time, enactment of several discrimination laws, and direct intervention by the NHRC and MOEL between 2002 and 2008 (NHRC 2003a; MOEL 2011). Still, the prevalence of questions about birthplace, marital status, physical conditions, ownership, and financing of education remain similar across the two studies.

3 According to a Korean job portal survey of 349 HR officers, 34% of employers review carefully the entire application form and another 57% review carefully most items. Only 4% merely skim through them, and another 4% only review particular items. Employers reportedly place the greatest weight on applicants’ work experience (most important for 57% of surveyees), personal background (9.2%), name of university (5.7%), other certifications (4.6%), foreign languages (4.3%), and education level (3.2%).
blindness are important in precision occupations, and in laboratory and factory jobs. Ability to drink alcohol is desirable in jobs requiring frequent contact with clients and participation at receptions (Lee & Rowley, 2008, p. 162). According to one interviewee, even when personal questions pertain to only specific positions, firms with job-rotation or promotion systems may ask these questions to all applicants.

Regarding applicants’ appearance, interviewees differ in the importance they attribute to it. Refer to Table 1. On a 1-5 Likert scale, the mean reported importance is 2.86, slightly lower than the middle of the Likert range corresponding to medium importance. According to one HR officer, applicants’ appearance is important for front-office workers, secretaries, reporters and consultants, as their appearance helps to establish good impression and trust during interpersonal dealings. An applicant’s photograph carries different importance across firms too. The mean reported importance is 2.25. One interviewee, an HR department clerk, mentions that his office judges the reliability of the content of an application form by how trustworthy the applicant appears in his photograph. Another interviewee explained that the purpose of questions about applicants’ height and weight is to exclude outliers such as highly obese or short individuals. At his firm, the questions are not intended to identify superior applicants under some subjective standard of beauty. Physical traits are surveyed merely to sieve out outlying applicants. But he added, good appearance may still be an advantage when an applicant satisfies other prerequisites.

Some interviewees, however, say that appearance is evaluated only in person at the interview stage rather than from a photograph on an application form. This is because recruiters care about applicants’ looks in reality, but the limited features in applicants’ photographs do not reveal those. Four interviewees also mentioned that the photograph may affect an applicant’s outcome negatively if it is very different from the applicant’s true look.

The next type of information sought by recruiters concerns any physical obstacle or inconvenience that would prevent workers from working effectively. Questions about health status and chronic diseases help to evaluate this. Six out of fifteen firms in our sample ask male applicants about the reason for their discharge or exemption from military service. Also, five firms ask applicants to undertake a physical examination be-
fore getting officially hired. Their officers argue that physical examinations are important for their firms because certain diseases may harm workers’ own work, their coworkers, and the firm at large.

The third set of information ascertains applicants’ ability to fit in with the firm’s existing workforce. Most interviewees state that applicants should possess the ability to adjust to the specific needs and organizational structure in a firm, including the ability to harmonize with coworkers, submit to the culture of the organization, and contribute to it in the long term. Religion may be surveyed to screen out applicants with abnormal views, social skills, or needs from a job. Religion is also an indicator of a well-rounded personality, according to one HR officer. Employers only consider whether an applicant comes from one of the mainstream religions. If an applicant comes from another persuasion, he may hold abnormal views on certain subjects, which may hinder his ability to harmonize in the workplace.

Finally, as the fourth set of information, applicants’ financial status and the financial status of their parents indicate whether they would work for the firm in the longer term. According to one interviewee, poor employees have a higher tendency to move when they are offered a higher salary elsewhere. Another interviewee explained that applicants’ dwelling type indicates their fixed monthly expenditures, which affects their desired structure of compensation. Employees with rental housing allegedly need higher base salary to pay monthly wolsae rent, or principal and interest on chonsae housing deposits, so they seek jobs with a higher base salary than house-owners or those who live in their parents’ house. Marital status and family background proxy for applicants’ willingness to move for work. According to one employer who has branches in several provinces, and asks for addresses of applicants’ family members, and when an applicant’s spouse works in another province, this applicant would have a higher tendency to accept a job offer near the spouse’s home or workplace. Furthermore, workers’ productivity, regardless of gender, may suffer if they live far from their spouses.

The observed distribution of questions across firms’ application forms and firms’ justification for them appear to confirm that firms screen information systematically and hierarchically. Most firms screen factors that are more directly informative of applicants’ productivity or loyalty, and less intrusive, and only some firms continue on to screening less
directly informative and more intrusive characteristics (Hlasny, 2014).

Our interviewees denied that screening using personal questions is discriminatory. One interviewee explained that personal information is more predictive of applicants’ productivity than standardized test scores. For example, whether an applicant lives 100km away from the firm has greater bearing on his productivity than a score of ten more points on the Test of English for International Communication (TOEIC). Personal questions are also allegedly intended to promote affirmative action. Applicants’ disability is allegedly surveyed to offer preferential treatment to disabled workers, in compliance with the Act for the Employment Promotion and Vocational Rehabilitation of Disabled Persons. Questions about religion, birthplace, military service or age may be asked to comply with the organization’s founding principles, or with legal age limits.

Applicant Screening at Different Types of Firms

Having evaluated the composition of firms’ application forms, we may start noting patterns between employers’ characteristics or broader human resource practices, and the number of personal questions asked. Figure 1 shows that more mature firms tend to ask more personal background questions than younger firms. This is consistent with prior anecdotal and statistical evidence of a positive relationship between the extent of applicant screening, and the age of firm’s current majority owner or founder (Hlasny, 2009). Both of these trends may be explained by inertia in firms’ responses to changing regulatory conditions and new laws. Figure 2 appears to confirm this conjecture. Employers who update their application forms more frequently, and are thus less susceptible to inertia, tend to ask fewer personal questions today.

Figure 1 indicates another interesting relationship – that between the firms’ ownership structure and the number of personal questions asked. Domestic firms tend to ask significantly more personal questions than multinational and foreign direct investment corporations. The latter firms are among the youngest in our sample. Hence, changing ownership structure across firm cohorts provides another account for why more established firms appear to ask more personal questions on application forms. For alternative explanations, or to explain why some firms
update their applications more often than others, we would need to turn
to conjectures about the business environment in which firms operate,
about firm hierarchy and adaptability of firms’ management style, or
about owners’ moral standards. Unfortunately, such information is un-
reliable or missing, and we have too few observations for different types
of firm (various industries, local labor markets, firm organizational struc-
tures, founder personalities etc.) to draw reliable conclusions.

Industry does appear to be associated with the extent and type of ap-
plicant screening. Among the industries represented more heavily in our
sample, manufacturing firms appear to ask more personal questions than
financial and insurance firms. Manufacturers inquire about applicants’
birthplace, family background, and physical conditions more often than
firms in other industries. Financial and insurance firms ask more about
home ownership and religion. The only firm in our sample asking about
the ability to drink alcohol is a publishing firm. These facts are con-
sistent with a prediction that firms inquire about characteristics that
have bearing on applicants’ performance on the job. Different require-
ments for skills across industries and types of firms give rise to different
forms of screening. Because of small sample size, however, it is impos-
sible to determine how important industry classification is in driving the
observed pattern of screening practices across firms. Even among firms
facing similar business conditions – industry, incorporation years and
size – we observe quite diverse application forms. Differences in hu-
man-resource institutions, practices and attitudes at different firms may
explain this. The following paragraphs explore the limited available
evidence.
Figure 1. *Firms’ type and year of incorporation, and the count of personal questions asked*

Note: Pearson correlation coefficient is -0.30.

Figure 2. *Firm type, update cycle of application forms, and the count of personal questions asked*

Note: ‘Not regularly’ denotes updating of application forms when the firm HR policy changes, when business partners request it, or on another arbitrary date (say, 2009 yearend).
The Role of Human Resource Management

Two properties about recruiting practices that are relevant to this study and that notably vary across firms are frequency with which they update their application forms, and familiarity with discrimination laws reported by their HR officers. Figure 2 shows that employers updating their application forms more frequently tend to ask fewer personal questions. Difference in means of the number of questions between the annually (6 firms) and less-frequently updated application forms (7 firms) is highly statistically significant. Firms exhibiting inertia in responding to regulatory conditions are stuck with an older, larger set of personal questions today. Secondly, the observed inertia may reveal something about firms’ latent attitude toward application forms. Firms that assign greater importance to application forms, or their appropriateness, may keep them more up to date and more consistent with legislation.

Figure 3 provides more evidence on firms’ attitudes. Firms whose officers are allegedly familiar with discrimination laws are shown to ask fewer personal questions than other firms. The difference between the two group means – 1.5 and 4.3 – is highly statistically significant. The officers’ responses to why each personal question appears on their application form are equally interesting. The four officers who ostensibly believe that it is a firm’s right to know applicants’ personal background all work at firms asking many personal questions (black diamonds in Figure 3). Two other officers at firms asking many personal questions claim that information on application forms is not crucial to hiring decisions (black dots). We may interpret these trends in a number of ways. Firms with better informed HR departments may adopt less intrusive recruiting practices. Furthermore, employers who believe that they have the right to know applicants’ personal background tend to inquire about it, even if the benefit of the information is small. Alternatively, these responses may simply serve to rationalize firms’ observed behavior. Employers caught asking intrusive questions may claim that they lack knowledge of pertinent laws, believe that the questions are warranted, or claim that they don’t use the collected information to discriminate.
Next, we turn to employers’ perceptions of the importance of personal questions.

Figure 3. Interviewees’ familiarity with discrimination laws, importance of personal questions, and the count of personal questions asked

Some officers emphasize that they use personal information only at a later stage of recruitment, during interviews. They do not reject applicants in the documents stage based on their personal information. On the other hand, firms that do not ask personal questions report that they focus more on applicants’ skills and ability than on their personal background in all stages of recruitment. One plausible interpretation is that, in the use of personal information, the documents stage is representative of other stages of the overall recruitment process at firms. Firms asking personal questions on application forms use this information one way or another – in the documents stage or the interview stage – while firms with short application forms truly ignore personal information. Another possibility is that personal considerations taint the decisions in the interview stage at all firms, and the prevalence of personal questions on application forms is irrelevant to the eventual use of personal information. Officers’ responses may simply be evasive. Employers caught asking for personal information downplay its importance – at least in the documents stage – while firms who are not
caught never acknowledge considering this information.

Figure 4 considers explicitly the importance that firms reportedly attribute to application forms. The importance of application forms in decision-making about applicants varies significantly across firms, from one to five on the 1-5 scale (mean 2.87). On average, those who report importance of three points higher tend to ask one personal question fewer. Higher reported importance of application forms is associated with higher frequency of updating of application forms at firms (white circles in Figure 4). Once again, this tendency may represent ex post rationalization by HR officers. Employers asking many personal questions may report lower importance of application forms to downplay the role of personal factors in recruiting.

**Figure 4. Update cycle and importance of application forms, and the count of personal questions**

Note: Pearson correlation coefficient is -0.24.

Consequences of Screening on Workforce Composition

To independently evaluate the impact of firms’ recruiting practices on the composition of their workforce, Figures 5 and 6 plot the number of personal questions against the average continuous working years, and
the gender ratio among the firms’ current workforce. HR officers claim that a primary reason for asking personal questions is to infer applicants’ expected tenure with the firm. However, Figure 5 shows that there is extremely weak correlation between the questions asked and workers’ tenure. Knowledge of applicants’ personal information does not appear to help predicting their long-term performance at the firm. Employers who ask 3-5 personal questions tend to have essentially the same average tenure among workers as employers asking 0-2 questions.4 A similar result was obtained for the relationship between the extent of screening and firms’ overall prosperity. The correlation between the number of questions in 2008, and firms’ net profit for 2009 is -0.32, suggesting at face value that expending resources on applicant screening may actually hurt firms. At the same time, Figure 6 shows that employers asking more personal questions tend to have a lower fraction of women (correlation -0.28) than employers asking fewer questions.

On the face value, evidence in Figures 5 and 6 supports the allegation that firms’ screening practices contribute to discrimination in hiring even more than they affect quality of the hired workers, or firms’ overall performance. If we believe the causal interpretation of the figures, we may conclude that the employers, in attempting to sieve out high-turnover applicants, incidentally disqualify some protected groups of workers such as women. For every additional personal question asked, the predicted fraction of women falls by 36 percentage points.5

---

4 The weak positive relationship (correlation +0.14, statistically insignificant) may be explained in several ways. It may be caused by a positive correlation between firms’ age and workers’ average work experience (correlation +0.45). The workforce of firms that were established in the late 1990s cannot have tenure over 15 years today. Excluding the four firms established in 1999 or 2000, correlation between the number of personal questions and average tenure falls to +0.03.

5 One caveat is, of course, that we cannot identify a direct or even one-way causal effect of hiring practices on the composition of firms’ workforce. Workforce composition depends on many events after the rendering of a job offer, such as acceptance by the worker, maternity leave, termination, own resignation etc. Current composition of workforce, and firms’ satisfaction with it, may have a feedback on firms’ recruiting objectives and practices.
Figure 5. Application-form update cycle, average employee tenure, and the count of personal questions

Data source: Financial Supervisory Service.
Note: Pearson correlation coefficient is +0.14.

Figure 6. Firms’ gender ratio, and the count of personal questions

Data source: Financial Supervisory Service.
Note: Pearson correlation coefficient is -0.28.

Returning to the standards of appropriateness (Arvey & Renz, 1992), the recruiting practices identified in this study may conform to the criterion of procedural justice, as the surveyed personal characteristics are
objective and are evaluated by a professional team of HR officers. Most information collected by firms is dispassionate (with the exception of appearance surveyed from photographs or during interviews), not subject to interviewers’ interpretation and straightforward for applicants to measure and provide. The recruiting practices may, however, violate the legality and content-fairness criteria of appropriateness. Some of the questions asked by employers are in explicit violation of the Act on Equal Employment and Support for Work-Family Reconciliation (Article 7). Furthermore, many questions are not merit-based or sufficiently job-related, and are invasive to applicants’ privacy. To the extent that these recruiting practices result in the hiring of fewer women or other protected individuals, the practices may be in violation of outcome fairness. Unfortunately, reliable data at the level of individual applicants are missing.

*Career*, a Korean online recruiting portal, surveyed 1,016 applicants on their views about the appropriateness of questions on application forms. The results agree with our conclusion that applicant screening practices at Korean firms may be problematic in terms of both content and outcome fairness.

**Conclusion**

This study has tried to explain Korean employers’ applicant screening practices by their business environment, their broader human resource management system, and HR officers’ own justifications and attitudes. Our results extend the evidence from previous studies regarding the role of screening of personal factors in recruitment. For example, the NHRC (2003b) reported that firms asked about applicants’ religion to judge their availability to work on holidays, while employers in our sample re-

---

6 Some questions about educational background were deemed discriminatory (by 92% of respondents), as were questions about occupation and financial status of family members (52%), age (49%), physical condition (40%), religion (16%), military service (15%), and photograph (14%) (Online Survey of Applicants, www.career.co.kr, accessed on 15-October 2011). These questions were deemed discriminatory because they covered personal details that were not needed in the hiring process (17% of respondents), they were unrelated directly to job skills (44%), they prevented applicants from demonstrating their true ability (20%), or they were based on applicants’ social status (17%).
portedly ask about it to judge applicants’ “commonality” and ability to harmonize with the rest of the firm, a more plausible explanation.

In addition, our interviewees confess that family background is used as a predictor of applicants’ economic situation. Ultimately, applicants’ economic situation serves to predict their tendency to remain on the job in the long term. Here, the tradeoff from the employers’ perspective is that disadvantaged employees may be more willing to quit in pursuit of a higher salary, but they may also be more loyal in order to protect their jobs. Empirically, however, firms don’t appear to be very successful at predicting workers’ future tenure with them. The average experience of workforce is similar across firms asking many or few personal questions. If we account for the higher age of firms screening extensively, the effect on average tenure becomes negative. Firms’ overall profitability also appears negatively related to the extent of screening. On the other hand, firms asking more personal questions tend to have a significantly lower ratio of women among their workers. In attempting to sieve out high-turnover applicants, employers may be incidentally disqualifying some protected groups of workers, to the workers’ and perhaps even their own detriment.

According to our interviews, most recruiters believe that screening based on personal characteristics is a legitimate way to collect necessary job-related information about applicants. But this perceived need should not be viewed as real benefit of applicant screening. First, the information obtained is an imperfect predictor of applicants’ skills, and may lead to the hiring of even inferior workers. Indeed, firms never learn the true productivity of applicants whom they reject, and their justification for their screening practices is hypothetical. Second, it is unclear how firms actually use the information they collect. Interviewees’ responses give an impression that firms collect applicants’ personal details simply to get a sense of security of having relied on a thorough decision-making process and controlled for all contingencies, rather than to obtain any valuable information in itself. The commonplace practice may reflect the effortlessness or low short-term cost of applicant screening, rather than any long-term benefit from it.

Recruiters reportedly seek workers who can harmonize well with their firm, but may overlook the fact that their organization is dynamic and that another sort of workers may be needed for the firm’s long-term
growth. This tendency may reflect the recruiters’ aversion to change or their instinct to safeguard their own jobs, rather than real intention to seek out future talent. Applicants who are capable of adjusting to the existing corporate culture and who will promote this culture proactively and passionately may not be the best workers for the future. The evidence from interviews suggests that organizations underplay their own responsibility to harmonize with new workforce and their own need to evolve. Previous studies have shown that organizations that accept diversity tend to be more successful than those that do not (Wright et al. 1995). This study provides some confirmation of this. Prejudice against applicants’ personal backgrounds may not only legally but also economically harm them. Finally, even if personal screening practices ended up helping individual firms in the short term, they distort applicants’ incentives to accumulate qualifications, and may hurt long-term productivity and growth in the overall economy. They may also breed discord and casteism in the Korean society at large.

These findings should prompt greater introspection by HR departments into their screening practices, and closer scrutiny by market regulators. HR departments should calibrate their practices more carefully and frequently, to align them with their underlying long-term objectives and with social aims. Regulators should usher in market conditions conducive to these efforts – through civic education campaigns, publicizing of appropriate social norms, and enforcement of minimum standards of responsible recruiting practices.
Table 1.
Summary of Interview Responses of HR Officers of 15 Firms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm</th>
<th>Main business field</th>
<th>Employees &amp; sales (bi $Billion)</th>
<th>Incorporation year</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Employment structure</th>
<th>Tenure (average years)</th>
<th>Surveys' position in HRM</th>
<th>How many choices from documents stage?</th>
<th>Importance of data on applications</th>
<th>Who makes application?</th>
<th>How often application forms updated</th>
<th>Importance of appearance</th>
<th>Importance of photo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Manufacture of Accumulators</td>
<td>7,000 3.9</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>External Auditing</td>
<td>15 females, 9 males</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>Lower officer</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Headquarters</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(no photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Mixed Telecommunications</td>
<td>31,000 210</td>
<td>1982</td>
<td>External Auditing</td>
<td>15 females, 3 males</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>Executive director</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Every 5 years</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Transmission and Distribution of Electric Power</td>
<td>10,000 300</td>
<td>1961</td>
<td>External Auditing</td>
<td>15 females, 1 male</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>Deputy manager</td>
<td>Almost all, 90%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>HRD + deputy managers</td>
<td>Not frequently</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>(formally)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Domestic Commercial Banking</td>
<td>14,000 220</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>External Auditing</td>
<td>15 females, 3 males</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>Section chief</td>
<td>5-6x final #</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>HRD + Contract Out</td>
<td>Every year</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Domestic Commercial Banking</td>
<td>14,000 250</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>External Auditing</td>
<td>15 females, 4 males</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>Lower officer</td>
<td>5-6x final #</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>2000 yearsend</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>(in front office jobs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Life insurance</td>
<td>1,000 3.5</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>E.A./Foreign Direct Investment</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>Assistant Manager</td>
<td>Almost all</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>seldom</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Life insurance</td>
<td>6,000 250</td>
<td>1957</td>
<td>External Auditing</td>
<td>15 females, 3 males</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>Assistant Manager</td>
<td>3x final #</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Every year</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Securities Brokerage</td>
<td>1,000 21</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>External Auditing</td>
<td>15 females, 1 male</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>Lower officer</td>
<td>4-5x final #</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Once every several years</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(in sales)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Portals &amp; Other Internet Information Media Services</td>
<td>2,000 3.3</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>External Auditing</td>
<td>15 females, 1 male</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>Deputy manager</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Every 3 years</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Manufacture of Transformers</td>
<td>7,000 8.1</td>
<td>1966</td>
<td>E.A./Foreign Direct Investment</td>
<td>9 females, 3 males</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>Executive director</td>
<td>5x final #</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>HRD + other departments</td>
<td>When HR policy changes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>(depending on the job)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Manufacture of Basic Iron</td>
<td>8,000 10.0</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>External Auditing</td>
<td>15 females, 5 males</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>Deputy manager</td>
<td>3x # at 1st interview</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>When collaborating request</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Manufacture of Other Parts and Accessories for Motor Vehicles n. e. c.</td>
<td>3,000 2.1</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>E.A./Foreign Direct Investment</td>
<td>9 females, 3 males</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>Lower officer</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>(Nearly) every year</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Publishing of Newspapers</td>
<td>400 0.3</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>External Auditing</td>
<td>15 females, 7 males</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>Lower officer</td>
<td>Almost all</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Twice a year</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>(for reporters)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Retail Sale in Other Non-Specialized Large Stores</td>
<td>6,000 6.3</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>E.A./Foreign Direct Investment</td>
<td>15 females, 6 males</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Section chief</td>
<td>4-5x final #</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>HRD</td>
<td>Every year (partially, 1-2 questions revised)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Activities of Management Consultancy</td>
<td>600 0.1</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>E.A./Foreign Direct Investment</td>
<td>15 females, 2 males</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>50-60%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Group HRD</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(for consultants)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Notes: Firms’ names are removed, and exact statistics are rounded, to protect interviewees’ privacy. ‘n/a’ indicates non-available information. Employees and annual sales are for the most recent year available.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Ideal candidate</th>
<th>Application questions</th>
<th>Are you familiar with the law?</th>
<th>Comments about equal opportunity law</th>
<th>Why asking personal questions?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| A    | ① Documentation ② Performance/aptitude test ③ Interviews (personality/presentation/discussion) ④ Physical examination | n/a | 2002  
Family background  
Family income  
Physical condition  
Religion  
Reason for 3.M.S.  
Supporter of P.M.A. | None  
None  
None | Yes | n/a (Interviewee responded "I don't know.") |
| B    | ① Documentation ② Performance/aptitude test ③ Interviews (ability simulation, presentation/discussion) ④ Executives interview ⑤ Physical examination | Creativity, accommodating, leadership, Birthplace | None  
None | None  
Family background | Yes | We consider applicants' health, but do not consider other personal information (religion, property, etc.) at all. We put weight on applicants' ability, creativity, and professionalism. On an application form, we consider educational background and GPA. I doubt that any firm asks these questions (religion, property, etc.) nowadays. Interviewers are not interested in these characteristics. At least large firms do not ask them. |
| C    | ① Documentation ② Tests (personality/performance/major) ③ Interview | accommodating | None  
Acquaintance  
Family background  
Physical condition  
Religion  
Reason for 3.M.S. | None  
Family background  
Physical condition  
Religion  
Reason for 3.M.S. | Yes | Information on an application form (documentation) does not affect employment decisions. [Relation] To check identity. |
| D    | ① Documentation ② 1st interview/personality & aptitude test ③ 2nd interview/physical examination | accommodating | None  
Acquaintance  
Family background  
Physical condition  
Religion  
Reason for 3.M.S. | None  
Dwelling type | Yes | I am aware of it but don't know the details. [Military completion] To estimate salary. [Birthplace] To balance supply and demand of labor among national sales stores. |
| E    | ① Documentation ② 2nd interview ③ 3rd interview ④ 3rd executives interview | n/a | None  
Acquaintance  
Family background  
Physical condition  
Religion  
Reason for 3.M.S. | None  
Birthplace  
Family background  
Property  
Reason for 3.M.S.  
Religion | No | A firm's goal is not to protect human rights. Its goal is to make profit. So, an employer needs this information to be marketable. It is not for discrimination. |
| F    | ① Documentation ② Aptitude test ③ Interviews (director/executive director) | Having a dream, continuous development | n/a  
None | - | Yes | I agree with the prohibition to ask personal questions, because these are not relevant to one's ability. However, information about military service is important to judge one's effort and development. [Type of dwelling] Those who rent their homes have tendency to switch jobs when they get higher salary offers as they face higher monthly expenses than home-owners. [Religion] We just check if one's religion is "typical" or not. If the religion is atypical or a "pseudo-religion," the applicant may not think the way ordinary people do. [Blood type] No particular reason to ask this beside out of tradition. [Hobby] To see one's personality and sociability. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firm</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Ideal candidate</th>
<th>Application questions</th>
<th>Are you familiar with the law?</th>
<th>Comments about equal opportunity law</th>
<th>Why asking personal questions?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>1st interview</td>
<td>Active with passion and endeavors toward dream</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>1st interview</td>
<td>Creativity, faith, professionalism, &amp; international ability</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Birthplace &amp; place of origin</td>
<td>Birthplace &amp; place of origin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1st interview</td>
<td>Creativity, passion, modesty, &amp; achievements</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Family background &amp; place of origin</td>
<td>Family background &amp; place of origin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>1st interview</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Family background &amp; place of origin</td>
<td>Family background &amp; place of origin</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>1st interview</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Birthplace &amp; place of origin</td>
<td>Birthplace &amp; place of origin</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- Firm G asks personal questions because it believes in not discriminating against employees based on personal information.
- Firm H does not ask personal questions because it does not know the law well.
- Firm I asks personal questions to address social discrimination and promote diversity.
- Firm J asks personal questions due to job rotation and promoting generalists.
- Firm K does not ask personal questions because the law mandates otherwise.
| Firm | Process | Ideal candidate | Application questions | Are you familiar with the law? | Comments about equal opportunity law? | Why asking personal questions?
|------|---------|-----------------|----------------------|-----------------|----------------------------------|--------------------------------------|
| L    | 1. Documentation 2. 1st interview (major) 3. 2nd interview (personality) 4. Physical examination | accommodating ability, patient, spirit for challenge | n/a | n/a | Family background, Marital status | Yes | It is reasonable from the perspective of providing all applicants with equal opportunities, and preventing prejudice. However, we have the right to collect information that is important for our firm (e.g., health condition and marital status).  
[Reason for military exception] to learn about health conditions (which could make it inconvenient to work).  
[Family background & marital status] For married applicants, location of employment matters. |
| M    | 1. Documentation 2. Written test 3. Practical skill test 4. 2nd interview | n/a | n/a | n/a | Drinking ability, Family background, Marital status, Reason for B.M.S. | Yes | n/a | Application/Resume is to assist with final interview.  
[Drinking ability] Critical for reporter. |
| N    | 1. Documentation 2. Interview | Professionalism, creativity, and integrity | n/a | n/a | n/a | Reason for B.M.S. | Yes | n/a | [Military completion] to know if applicants are able to start working right after being hired. |
| O    | 1. Documentation 2. 1st interview (skills) 3. 2nd interview (personality) | Problem solving ability, availability | n/a | n/a | n/a | None | Yes | Our interview focuses on applicants' skills and experience with projects, so we ask few questions about private information.  
We do not ask such questions. |
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